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(54) STATIONARY HOT-STAMPING HEAD, STAMPING UNIT WITH STATIONARY HOT-STAMPING 
HEAD AND METHOD FOR APPLYING A COVER MATERIAL ONTO AN OBJECT

(57) The present invention refers to an application
head (4) for the application of a covering material (13)
onto an object (2). Said application head (4) comprises
at least a base unit (14) and a movable unit (15), wherein
the movable unit (15) is movable with respect to base
unit (15), a roller element (8) for applying said covering
material (13) onto the object (2), wherein the roller ele-
ment (8) is movable by an actuator means (12), at least
one tensioning element (6) for tensioning the covering
material (13), wherein the tensioning element (6) is at-
tached to the movable unit (15) and deflectable with re-
spect to the movable unit (15), at least one balancing
element (5) for pressure adjustment between the roller
element (8) and the object (2), wherein said balancing
element (5) is coupled with the movable unit (15) and the
base unit (14).
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Description

[0001] The present invention refers according to claim
1 to an application head for the application of a covering
material onto an object, according to claim 10 to an ap-
plication unit for applying covering material to objects and
according to claim 12 to a method for applicating, in par-
ticular stamping, of cover material to an object,
[0002] Document US5088406A discloses an automat-
ic stamping machine, comprising an electronic control
system to control a driving mechanism to carry an auto-
matic ribbon take-up mechanism and a noise deadening
device to perform automatic stamping operation with op-
erational noise simultaneously deadened. This docu-
ment does not disclose any tension, frequency or pres-
sure control means or steps.
[0003] Document DE102013102984B4 discloses a
film-embossing apparatus with a hot-embossing device,
which has a heated embossing stamp. With the formation
of a contact pressure a transfer layer, arranged on a car-
rier film, of a hot-embossing film is transferred to a surface
of a workpiece. The hot-embossing device has control
inputs and outputs. The film-embossing apparatus has
an industrial robot with control inputs and outputs. The
control inputs and outputs of the hot-embossing device
and of the industrial robot are connected to a control unit.
The industrial robot is formed such that it guides the work-
piece to the hot-embossing device, positions the work-
piece on the embossing stamp, guides the workpiece
past the embossing stamp, and guides the embossed
workpiece away from the hot-embossing device. It can
also be provided that the industrial robot positions the
hot-embossing device on the workpiece.
DE102013102984B4 is problematic since foil tension
tends to go down and making coating respectively cov-
ering material to trace as well.
[0004] Thus, hot stamping is a process, according to
which a heat transferable foil with cosmetic appearance
is applied with a hot roller silicon cylinder on plastic in-
jected parts (ABS, PC, ABC). It’s a very sensitive proc-
ess. Process parameters are speed of movement and
foil feeding balance, hot roller silicone heat, pressure of
hot silicon. Foil feeding and releasing balance must be
regulated, heat of silicon head must be regulated, turn
of cylinder must be controlled and speed of processing
must be controlled near zero tolerances. Most of the ap-
plications are linear and applied plastic parts are stand
without movement. Head is moved along a part in a linear
manner. Linear means roller cylinder head moves and
transfer cosmetic foil onto a plastic substrate with straight
line. Because of this application method it’s just applica-
ble on flat plastic parts. It cannot be applied at rounded
edges. That makes this process stick to one application.
It is possible e.g. to use three linear heads on three sides
to perform said application process. This cost three times
than one head.
[0005] Also, the interconnection of foil stamping caus-
es connection lines unwanted for end user. Other disad-

vantages of those systems are they are specially de-
signed for part dimensions. If the applied part is big the
system is also big. If head moves heat control and foil
balance control are affected because movement of air
blow on heated cylinder and foil. So, this type of applica-
tions is unsuitable and uncontrollable enough to achieve
an acceptable yield. On the other hand, linear hot stamp-
ing systems are designed with respect part sides. If three
sides are applied with foil, system needs three separated
heads one moving on each side of plastic substrate. At
the edges, hot roller cylinders meet in a section. At this
section intersection of three head there are visually coat-
ing trace. This coating trace is unacceptable for end user.
There are also similar applications with manipulator sys-
tem. They have already problems with vertical positioning
of application heat. Which is also with gravitational force
foil tension tends to go down and making coating trace
as well. So, this system also is not suitable for high pre-
cision applications with an acceptable yield rate.
[0006] Thus, it is the object of the present invention to
provide an application head, an application unit and a
method for applying, in particular stamping, covering ma-
terial onto an object.
[0007] The before mentioned object is solved by an
application head for the application of a covering mate-
rial, in particular hot stamping, onto an object according
to claim 1. The inventive application head comprises pref-
erably at least a base unit and a movable unit, wherein
the movable unit is movable with respect to the base unit,
a roller element for applicating said covering material on-
to the object, wherein the roller element is preferably
movable by an actuator means, wherein the actuator
means preferably connects a roller element head holding
the roller element and the base unit, at least one tension-
ing element for tensioning the covering material, wherein
the tensioning element is preferably attached to the mov-
able unit and deflectable with respect to the movable unit,
and at least one balancing element for pressure adjust-
ment between application head, in particular moveable
element and/or tensioning element and/or the roller ele-
ment, and the object, wherein said balancing element is
coupled with the movable unit and the base unit.
[0008] This solution is beneficial since due to the ten-
sioning element and the balancing element the cover ma-
terial, in particular a continuous material, in particular a
longitudinal foil, is subjected with a predefined tension.
The covering material preferably comprises or consist of
polymer and/or elastomer material. Thus, the tension is
preferably above a first threshold and below a second
threshold, wherein the first threshold preferably defines
a minimum tension, wherein below the first threshold an
application of cover material fails with a higher probability
due to undefined cover material orientation in during
feeding. The second threshold preferably defines maxi-
mum tension, wherein above the second threshold dam-
aging, in particular breaking, of the cover material is high-
ly probable. Thus, a tension level between the first thresh-
old and the second threshold is highly beneficial. This
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solution further enables a very low cost production and
enables a high flexibility, thus it can apply many parts
without design changes in the system for next applica-
tions or designs.
[0009] Further preferred embodiments are subject
matter of the following specification parts and/or the de-
pendent claims.
[0010] A second tensioning element is attached to the
movable unit according to a further preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. The first tensioning ele-
ment is arranged in supply direction of the covering ma-
terial on a first side of roller element and the second ten-
sioning element is arranged in supply direction of the
covering material on a second side of roller element. This
embodiment is beneficial since the cover material is guid-
ed from one tensioning element to the other tensioning
element and thereby passing the roller element. Thus,
the cover material is tensioned by the first and second
tensioning elements in such a manner that a desired ten-
sion is set up where the roller element contacts the cover
material or where the roller element can be brought in
contact with the cover element. The roller element is pref-
erably movable, in particular in longitudinal direction, be-
tween a none contacting state and a contacting state,
wherein the roller element contacts the cover material in
the contacting state and does not contact the cover ma-
terial in the none contacting state.
[0011] A second balancing element is attached to the
base unit and coupled with the movable unit according
to a further preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion. The first balancing element is hereby preferably ar-
ranged in supply direction of the covering material on the
first side of roller element and the second balancing el-
ement is preferably arranged in supply direction of the
covering material on the second side of roller element.
Thus, first roller element is preferably arranged above
first tensioning element and second roller element is pref-
erably arranged above second tensioning element. This
embodiment is beneficial since moving the movable unit
can be caused or limited by said balancing elements,
thus in case an object is brought into contact with the
cover material pressure between the cover material and
application head unit can be adjusted. Movable unit pref-
erably moves upwards, in particular into a direction that
causes less pressure or less pressure increase.
[0012] Each balancing element is according to a further
preferred embodiment of the present invention spring
loaded by a pneumatic element and/or each tensioning
element is spring loaded by a mechanical spring. It is
alternatively possible that each balancing element is
spring loaded by a mechanical spring and/or each ten-
sioning element is spring loaded by a pneumatic element.
It is further possible that all tensioning and balancing el-
ements are spring loaded by pneumatic, hydraulic or me-
chanical springs. The spring load is preferably adjusta-
ble, in particular in dependency of pressure values meas-
ured by a pressure sensor arranged at application head
and/or arranged at robot arm and/or in dependency of

movement data of said robot arm.
[0013] Thus, a novel control of foil tension and feeding
with tension and balance rods is provided. This helps to
provide a moving system with preferably homogenous
pressure /tension level. When system starts applied plas-
tic part and foil are pressed on each other with preferably
at least 5KN/sqm or at least 10 KN/sqm or at least or
exactly 15 KN/sqm or up to 50 KN/sqm. So, the tension
level changes. If balance and tension rods are not con-
trolled foil break off and vice versa foil makes coat trace.
Pressure level among flat surface and side are not same.
At the edges robot arm pushes with less pressure but
this pressure preferably put more tension on foil. Tension
rods decrease pressure level; they move upward to
achieve application tension level. This also works back-
wards if the robot pressure decreases. Furthermore, due
to robot arm usage novel processing angles and move-
ments for 3D object application are possible.
[0014] At least one pressure sensor unit or element is
provided according to a further preferred embodiment of
the present invention for detecting pressure applied to
roller element and/or to movable unit and/or a sensor unit
for detecting temperature, in particular of roller element
or covering material, and/or supply speed of covering
material or rotating speed of roller element and/or pres-
ence of covering material is provided, wherein the sensor
unit is arranged on or beside the roller element. This em-
bodiment is beneficial since operation parameters can
be adjusted due to detected values and thus breaking of
cover material or damaging of the object can be avoided
respectively reduced. Beside preferably means spaced
apart from the roller element but arranged in such a man-
ner that the sensed parameters are detectable in the area
of roller element, in particular in a radius of less than
20cm or of less than 10cm or of less than 5cm around
the roller element.
[0015] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the present invention a heating unit is provided for heating
the roller element and/or for heating the covering mate-
rial, wherein the heating unit is arranged on movable unit
or on roller element head. The roller element and/or the
covering material is preferably heated to a temperature
above 20°C, in particular above 50°C or above 100°C.
The average operation temperature of roller element is
hereby preferably below 1000°C, in particular below
500°C. The heating unit preferably comprises an IR light
source, wherein the IR light source is highly preferably
frequency controlled. This solution is beneficial since
heating can be carried out very precise and fast.
[0016] The frequency controlled IR heater/s enable an
easy process control and energy savings. With this con-
trol system heater operated when its needed with respect
effects to heat on surface. These effects are preferably
robot movement speed, pressure level and tension pa-
rameters. This helps system to save energy.
[0017] Each tensioning element comprises according
to a further preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion a contact element for contacting said covering ma-
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terial, wherein said contact elements are arranged (in
particular in a no-usage state) in a plane which is aligned
with respect to a horizontal plane in an angle of less than
45° or less than 30°or less than 15°, in particular 0°. This
embodiment is beneficial since application head is pref-
erably arranged horizontal respectively in a horizontal
manner.
[0018] Usage of a stable horizontal located hot stamp-
ing head is beneficial since it reduces interference with
air, gravity or tension on foil in particular by usage of a
synchronized 3D movable six axes robotic process. Due
to the robot are the object is moved with high process
efficiency. Otherwise, if head moves air circulation due
to movement affects temperature level of hot roller silicon
this is a process parameter. Also, air circulation due to
movement effect thin foil tension. Robot moves under
the application head so it preferably never interfaces with
foil and preferably never effects any air movement or
similar effect. Additional to this robot arm movement and
heat transfer from IR heater to roller element, in particular
made of silicon, must be regulated. If robot moves faster
than IR heater must transfer more heat to silicon vice
versa if robot moves low speed as its on edge turns IR
heater must transfer less heat. Air circulation effect for
foil will be preferably eliminated by programmed path of
robot in a reverse turn.
[0019] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the present invention coupling means are provided,
wherein said base unit can be coupled by means of said
coupling means in a stationary manner to a holding ele-
ment. Said coupling means are preferably suitable to
mount the application head to a wall or a holding unit.
Stationary manner preferably means an arrangement re-
spectively positioning in a defined position with respect
to underground and/or earth and/or walls of facility.
[0020] The roller element is according to a further pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention preferably
coupled with an actuator means. Said actuator means
preferably comprises a motor for moving the roller ele-
ment between a first position and a second position, in
particular in longitudinal direction. Multiple further posi-
tions between the first and second position can be set
up. Said motor is preferably a servo controlled motor.
[0021] The before mentioned object is also solved by
an application unit for applying, in particular hot stamping,
covering material to objects. Said application unit pref-
erably comprises at least an application head, in partic-
ular an application head according to claims 1 to 9, for
the application of a covering material onto an object,
wherein the application head is arranged in a defined and
fix position in space and a robot arm, in particular having
six degrees of freedom, wherein objects are moveable
by said robot arm to the application head for the applica-
tion of said covering material. This unit preferably further
comprises a feeding means for providing the covering
material. This solution is beneficial since damages of the
object and/or covering material can be reduced, in par-
ticular avoided. Furthermore, such a unit is very precise,

fast and flexible.
[0022] A control unit is provided according to a further
preferred embodiment of the present invention. The op-
eration of the robot arm and application head is hereby
preferably synchronized by said control unit, wherein at
least the heating unit and/or feeding unit and/or roller
element is operated in dependency of robot arm move-
ments. Tension parameters of covering material are pref-
erably maintained during application, in particular by con-
trol means, preferably in a predefined range due to con-
trol of tensioning elements and/or balancing elements.
This range is preferably set up in such a manner that the
cover material does not get damaged.
[0023] The before mentioned object is also solved by
a method for applicating, in particular stamping, of cover
material onto an object. This method preferably compris-
es at least the steps: Providing a longitudinal continuous
covering material, in particular a foil, providing an appli-
cation head, wherein the covering material is transferred
through said application head in a horizontal direction or
in an angle of less than 30°, in particular less than 15°
or less than 5°, with respect to a horizontal plane and/or
wherein said application head is preferably arranged sta-
tionary, providing a robot arm for moving objects to be
covered with the covering material, applying covering
material to an object, wherein said object is moved along
a roller element of the application head, wherein said
roller element is heated by a heating unit of the applica-
tion head and wherein the roller element presses the cov-
ering material onto the object. This method is beneficial
since production can be carried out fast and reliable.
[0024] Object and roller element are according to a fur-
ther preferred embodiment of the present invention
pressed against each other with a pressure between
5KN/m2 and 50KN/m2, in particular with a pressure be-
tween 10KN/m2 and 40KN/m2, in particular with a pres-
sure between15KN/m2 and 30KN/m2, and/or heating
unit comprises an IR heating element, wherein the IR
heating element is operated frequency controlled and/or
robot arm moves the object at least during application of
covering material with a speed between 0,2m/s and 2m/s,
in particular with a speed between 0,5m/s and 1,5m/s, in
particular with a speed between 0,7m/s and 1m/s, in par-
ticular with a speed of 1 m/s. Preferably are at least two
of these parameters controlled by the control unit, where-
in the control unit preferably receives sensor values of
sensor units for analyzing one or at least one, two or at
least two or all of these parameters.
[0025] The application head is according to a further
preferred embodiment an application head according to
any of claims 1 to 9, wherein at least one tensioning el-
ement and at least one balancing element are causing
effects with respect to tension of the covering material
during application of the covering material onto the object
at the same time, in particular causing a predefined ten-
sion profile. The objects are highly preferably TV frames
or display frames or automotive parts or mobile devices
or white goods or house hold items.
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[0026] Further benefits, goals and features of the
present invention will be described by the following spec-
ification of the attached figures, in which exemplarily
components of the invention are illustrated. Components
of the devices, systems and methods according to the
inventions, which match at least essentially with respect
to their function can be marked with the same reference
sign, wherein such components do not have to be marked
or described multiple times with respect to said figures.
[0027] In the following the invention is just exemplarily
described with respect to the attached figures.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[0028]

Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of an application
unit according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic illustration of an application
head according to the present invention; and

Fig. 3 shows a further schematic illustration of the
application head.

[0029] Fig. 1 shows an illustration of an application unit
according to the present invention, wherein said applica-
tion unit comprises a robot arm 1, in particular a multi-
axis robot, in particular a 6-axis robot arm, and an appli-
cation head 4. Thus, the present invention has one spe-
cial designed application head 4, in particular hot stamp-
ing application head assembly, and one external robotic
arm 1, which works synchronized. Application head 4
and robot arm 1 are preferably physically spaced apart
from each other. Robot arm 1 preferably holds and moves
a jig 3, wherein jig 3 enables carrying of objects 2, in
particular screen frames like TV frames, in particularly
made of plastic.
[0030] Fig. 2 shows an examples of an application
head 4. Due to an innovative design, there is preferably
a special servo controlled movement. An actuator means
12 preferably comprises a servo controlled silicon cylin-
der turning motor, which is preferably frequency control-
led. Said actuator means 12 preferably causes timing in
between head 4, cover material 13 respectively cosmetic
foil and robot 1.
[0031] Due to the special designed horizontal head
cover material 13, in particular hot stamping foil, is re-
leased with preferably two balancing elements 5, in par-
ticular balance rods, and preferably two tensioning ele-
ments 6, 10, in particular two tension rods. This very thin
cover material 13, in particular foil, must be tightened
enough for hot cylinder press, releasing of at least or
exactly one carrier layer, for separating tape-carrier, and
for fixing the tape to an object 13, in particular TV frame.
The cover material 13 is preferably thinner than 0,5mm
or 0,1 mm or 0,05mm or 0,01 mm. A heating unit 7 for
heating the hot cylinder silicone is preferably frequency

controlled and covered for any air blowing interference.
Roller element 8, in particular hot roller silicone, is pref-
erably moved on a reverse turn to part movement during
stand by. This movement helps frequency controlled
heating unit 7, in particular IR heater, to distribute heat
on roller element 8, preferably continuously, to keep it at
the same temperature level. During application, hot sili-
con roller respectively roller element 8 stops and turns
with stamped plastic part. Pressure of the hot silicon roller
must be at least 5N/ sqm or at least 25N/sqm or 50
N/square meter or 100N/sqm or up to 5N/ sqm or at least
25N/sqm or 50 N/square meter or 100N/sqm or up to
200N/ sqm or at least 500N/sqm or 1000 N/square meter
or 10000N/sqm or 100000N/sqm. Roller element 8 is
preferably held by roller element head 9. Roller element
head 9 can comprise a motor for turning roller element
8. Roller element head 9 is preferably coupled with ac-
tuator means 12. Actuator means 12 causes a movement
of roller element head 9, in particular in longitudinal di-
rection respectively up and down. Actuator means 12 is
preferably operated in dependency of pressure applied
to application head and/or operation parameters of robot
arm 1.
[0032] Balancing elements 5, 11 are preferably pneu-
matic controlled balance rods and are optimizing pres-
sure by a motor to provide a first movement of cover
material 13, in particular foil. Tensioning elements 6, 12
respectively tension rods are providing respectively
causing exact distance between cover material 13 re-
spectively foil and object 2 respectively plastic part.
[0033] While object 2 is moving tension of cover ma-
terial 13 respectively foil is controlled. Tensioning ele-
ments are comprising springs, in particular mechanical
springs, respectively are assembled with preferably at
least one spring to move down and up. All this controlled
tension and balance regulating process helps to rewind
a carrier layer, in particular a foil carrier, as well.
[0034] This method helps the system to be used in 3D
movement which is required for 3D applications like TV
frame sides. Application head 4 is highly preferably not
moving. This design solves problems appearing during
heating of roller element 8 and resulting from air turbu-
lence while head 4 is moving (state of the art). Also, cover
material 13, in particular foil, balance can be controlled
better with this way. Applied plastic part respectively ob-
ject 2 preferably touches the cover material 13 in an angle
between 20° and 80°, in particular in an angle between
40° and 70° or in an angle between 55° and 65°, in par-
ticular in an angle of 60°, on its edge. Movement of object
2 respectively part is preferably caused at at least 0,2
m/s or 4m/s or 0,6m/s or 0, 8 m/s or 1 m/s or 1,5m/s or
up to 2m/s or 3m/s or 4m/s until the edge is finished.
[0035] Fig. 3 shows schematically a state during us-
age.
[0036] After turning the object 2, robot arm 1 causes
continuing with linear line speed, wherein said linear line
speed preferably increases up to 0,2m/s or 0,6m/s or
0,8m/s or 1 m/s or 1,2 m/s or 1, 5m/s or 1,8m/s or 3m/s,
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in particular to prevent burr resulting from heat increase
and in particular during application of cover material 13
onto the object 2. During first touch of the object 2 with
cover material 13, in particular foil, balancing element 5
and/or 11, will move down for releasing the tension. Ten-
sioning element/s 6 and/or 10 compensate that move-
ment in such a manner that the predefined or desired
tension level remains.
[0037] The end position of cover material 13 applica-
tion is a releasing point from carrier to applied object 2
respectively plastic part. Tensioning element 6 and/or 10
increase/s its level to keep releasing point on a level to
prevent burr remaining from the foil carrier.
[0038] Thus, by using the inventive robotic hot stamp-
ing method part dimension is not a design parameter
anymore. It can apply without restriction to many different
parts by just changing the fixing jig for objects 2 respec-
tively plastic part.
[0039] Therefore, the present invention refers to an ap-
plication head 4 for the application of a covering material
13 onto an object 2. This application head 4 preferably
comprises at least a base unit 14 and a movable unit 15,
wherein movable unit 14 is movable with respect to base
unit 15, a roller element 8 for applicating said covering
material 13 onto the object 2, wherein the roller element
8 is movable by an actuator means 12, at least one ten-
sioning element 6 for tensioning the covering material
13, wherein the tensioning element 6 is attached to the
movable unit 15 and deflectable with respect to the mov-
able unit 14, at least one balancing element 5 for pressure
adjustment between the roller element 8 and the object
2, wherein said balancing element 5 is coupled with the
movable unit 15 and the base unit 14. In other words, the
present invention can be described as a decorative foil
hot stamping systems, which consists of a robotic arm
1, a hot stamping head 4 and a hot silicon roller 8. Device
preferably can stamp six axes so that stamping process
called 3D. Main advantages of system are keeping
stamping head fixed and moving 3D plastic substrate (in
exemplary case, TV frame) with robotic arm. Thus, this
system solves critical problems such as stamping heat
and tension of tape foil.

Reference numbers

[0040]

1 Robot arm
2 object
3 jig
4 application head
5 balancing element
6 tensioning element
7 Heating unit
8 roller element / hot-roller silicon
9 roller element head / hot-roller head
10 second tensioning element
11 second balancing element

12 actuator
13 cover material / decorative foil
14 base unit
15 movable unit

Claims

1. Application head (4) for the application of a covering
material (13) onto an object (2),
at least comprising
a base unit (14) and a movable unit (15), wherein
movable unit (14) is movable with respect to base
unit (15),
a roller element (8) for applicating said covering ma-
terial (13) onto the object (2),
wherein the roller element (8) is movable by an ac-
tuator means (12),
at least one tensioning element (6) for tensioning the
covering material (13),
wherein the tensioning element (6) is attached to the
movable unit (15) and deflectable with respect to the
movable unit (14),
at least one balancing element (5) for pressure ad-
justment between application head and the object
(2),
wherein said balancing element (5) is coupled with
the movable unit (15) and the base unit (14).

2. Application head according to claim 1,
characterized in that
a second tensioning element (6) is attached to the
movable unit (15),
wherein the first tensioning element (6) is arranged
in supply direction of the covering material (13) on a
first side of roller element (8) and
wherein the second tensioning element (10) is ar-
ranged in supply direction of the covering material
(13) on a second side of roller element (8).

3. Application head according to claim 1 or 2,
characterized in that
a second balancing element (11) is attached to the
base unit (14) and coupled with the movable unit
(15),
wherein the first balancing element (5) is arranged
in supply direction of the covering material (13) on
the first side of roller element (8) and
wherein the second balancing element (5) is ar-
ranged in supply direction of the covering material
(13) on the second side of roller element (8).

4. Application head according to any of the proceeding
claims,
characterized in that
each balancing element (5, 11) is spring loaded by
a pneumatic element and/or
each tensioning element (6, 10) is spring loaded by
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a mechanical spring.

5. Application head according to any of the proceeding
claims,
characterized in that
at least one pressure sensor unit is provided for de-
tecting pressure applied to roller element (8) and/or
to movable unit (15) and/or for detecting tempera-
ture, in particular of roller element (8) or covering
material (13), and/or for detecting supply speed of
covering material (13) or rotating speed of roller el-
ement (8) and/or presence of covering material (13)
is provided,
wherein the sensor unit is arranged on or beside the
roller element (8).

6. Application head according to any of the proceeding
claims,
characterized in that
a heating unit (7) is provided for heating the roller
element (8) and/or for heating the covering material
(13),
wherein the heating unit (7) is arranged on movable
unit (15) or on roller element head (9)
and
wherein heating unit (7) comprises an IR light source,
wherein the IR light source is frequency controlled.

7. Application head according to any of the proceeding
claims,
characterized in that
each tensioning element (6, 10) comprises a contact
element for contacting said covering material (13),
wherein said contact elements are arranged in a
plane which is aligned with respect to a horizontal
plane in an angle of less than 45° or less than 30°or
less than 15°, in particular 0°.

8. Application head according to any of the proceeding
claims,
characterized in that
coupling means are provided,
wherein said base unit (14) can be coupled by means
of said coupling means in a stationary manner to a
holding element.

9. Application head according to any of the proceeding
claims,
characterized in that
roller element (8) is coupled with the actuator means
(12),
wherein said actuator means (12) comprises a motor
for moving the roller element in longitudinal direction,
wherein said motor is a frequency controlled servo
motor.

10. Application unit for applying covering material to ob-
jects,

at least comprising
an application head (4), in particular an application
head (4) according to claims 1 to 9, for the application
of a covering material (13) onto an object (2), wherein
the application head (4) is arranged in a defined and
fix position in space
and
a robot arm (1), in particular having six degrees of
freedom,
wherein objects (2) are moveable by said robot arm
(1) to the application head (4) for the application of
said covering material (13).

11. Application unit according to claim 10,
characterized in that
a control unit is provided,
wherein operation of the robot arm (1) and applica-
tion head (4) is synchronized by said control unit,
wherein at least the heating unit (7) is operated in
dependency of robot arm movements and wherein
tension parameters of covering material (13) during
application are maintained, in particular by control
means, in a predefined range due to control of ten-
sioning elements (6, 10) and/or balancing elements
(5, 11).

12. Method for applicating, in particular stamping, of cov-
er material to an object, at least comprising the steps:

Providing a longitudinal continuous covering
material (13), in particular a foil,
Providing an application head (4), wherein the
covering material (13) is transferred through
said application head (4) in a horizontal direction
or in an angle of less than 30°, in particular less
than 15° or less than 5°, with respect to a hori-
zontal plane and/or wherein said application
head (4) is arranged stationary
Providing a robot arm (1) for moving objects (2)
to be covered with the covering material (13),
Applying covering material (13) to an object (2),
wherein said object (2) is moved along a roller
element (8) of the application head 4), wherein
said roller element (8) is heated by a heating
unit (7) of the application head (4) and wherein
the roller elements (8) presses the covering ma-
terial (13) onto the object (2).

13. Method according to claim 12,
characterized in that
object (2) and roller element (8) are pressed against
each other with a pressure between 5KN/m2 and
50KN/m2, in particular with a pressure between
10KN/m2 and 40KN/m2, in particular with a pressure
between15KN/m2 and 30KN/m2,
and/or
heating unit (7) comprises an IR heating element,
wherein the IR heating element is operated frequen-
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cy controlled
and/or
robot arm (1) moves the object (2) during application
of covering material with a speed between 0,2m/s
and 2m/s, in particular with a speed between 0,5m/s
and 1,5m/s, in particular with a speed between
0,7m/s and 1m/s, in particular with a speed of 1 m/s.

14. Method according to claims 12 or 13,
characterized in that
application head (4) is an application head (4) ac-
cording to any of claims 1 to 9,
wherein at least one tensioning element (6, 10) and
at least one balancing element (5, 11) are causing
effects with respect to tension of the covering mate-
rial (13) during application of the covering material
(13) onto the object (2) at the same time, in particular
causing a predefined tension profile.

15. Method according to claims 12 to 14,
characterized in that
the objects (2) are TV frames or automotive parts or
mobile devices or white goods or house hold items.
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